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1. Introduction
The City Council held a public hearing to discuss the condemnation of easements for construction
of a road that would extend from Birchwood Court to NW 54th Avenue. The City Council voted
to continue the hearing at a later meeting. At the follow up public meeting, a significant number
of neighborhood comments were made regarding the proposed development of additional
commercial space east of the current Birchwood Crossing Office Park, and additional residential
development west of Timber Ridge Elementary School, and the proposed road connections for an
extension of Birchwood Court/Foxboro Rd as a part of the development. It was suggested that a
working group be established to review issues related to the construction of the proposed public
street connection from Birchwood Court east and north to NW 54th Avenue. The City decided not
to move forward with action on the proposed developments or road construct on until the working
group had an opportunity to identify issues related to traffic operations in the area and a traffic
study of these issues and concerns could be completed.

2. Working Group
Per City Council direction resolution, a working group of neighbors and business representatives
from the area including: Birchwood Crossing businesses, Green Meadows West Homeowners
Association, residential areas north and south of NW 54th in Johnston or Webster Township, and
Timber Ridge Elementary School was established. The Working Group met twice, in October,
2016. At both of these meetings, land use and traffic questions and concerns were identified. These
questions and concerns were assembled into a formal list of issues and provided to Snyder &
Associates for analysis in this traffic study. A copy of the Working Group meeting notes from the
second meeting, October 18, 2016, are attached in the appendix. The following report includes
information regarding the data collected, analysis of that data, and conclusions offered by Snyder
& Associates for review by the Working Group in relation to the issues identified. The report is
organized into sections responding to specific concerns brought forth by the Working Group.

3. Background/Prior Studies
Prior to this analysis, several studies and reports have been compiled analyzing the traffic impacts
of the proposed developments on Birchwood Crossing and the surrounding area (Foxboro Road
and NW 54th Avenue). The following list represents the prior studies that were reviewed for this
report. The studies are listed in the order they were developed, by date.
1. HR Green. “Birchwood Crossing Traffic Study.” December 2000.
2. HR Green. “Birchwood Crossing Necessary Improvements.” September 17, 2004.
3. Foth Engineering. “Johnston Community School District New High School Traffic
Impact Study.” February 24, 2012
4. Foth Engineering. “Birchwood Crossing Development and Connection to NW 54th
Avenue.” February 24, 2015.
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Per the 2030 Comprehensive Plan adopted by the Johnston City Council on December 6, 2010 a
proposal to construct a road from NW 54th Avenue to Birchwood Court was included in the plan.
This was discussed further by the Council over the years and then on September 8, 2015 a
resolution was adopted expressing preference for a road connection that would align with the
existing Foxboro Road connection from the north at NW 54th Avenue and continue south and west
to a connection with the existing terminus of Birchwood Court.

4. Data Collection
To address the concerns, questions, and issues identified by the Working Group, Snyder &
Associates performed several data collection studies to support historic information and to
understand existing traffic conditions and travel patterns in the study area. This included traffic
counts, speed studies, peak hour field reviews, employee travel pattern surveys at key employers,
and license plate survey for assessment of through traffic on Foxboro Road. Figure 1 Data
Collection Map provides an overview of the location and type of data collected. Specific findings
for each data collection effort were documented in a technical memorandum and the results of
those studies are included in the appendix of the report.
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Figure 1: Data Collection Map
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5. Working Group Issues
The following sections are a summary of the issues identified by the Working Group and the
related relevant background studies, data collected, analyses or other relevant traffic planning and
engineering considerations. Conclusions are also provided with respect to the general issue or
questions asked. Several specific issues were combined as they related to a common traffic
operations subject or particular roadway in the study area. These issues are listed in the Working
Group October 18, 2016 Meeting Recap notes as attached in the Appendix.

PRIOR STUDY REVIEW
Questions: What is the level of service (LOS) at key intersections, relative to this study? How will
NW 54th Avenue be impacted by a potential secondary access road out of Birchwood Court?
Relevant Studies: The most relevant study related to these questions is the traffic impact study
conducted by Foth Engineering in 2015. The Foth study analyzed three intersections; NW 86th
Street/Birchwood Court, NW 86th Street/NW 54th Avenue, and NW 54th Avenue/Foxboro Road.
For this study they evaluated existing and future LOS at these intersections through two
alternatives. The first alternative included an extension of the business park along Birchwood
Court and assumed no modification of the existing roadway network. The second alternative
included an extension of the business park and the extension of Birchwood Court to NW 54th
Avenue creating an intersection with NW 54th Avenue opposite of Foxboro Road. Reminder that
LOS is a relative rating provided to how a road or intersection performs on a scale of A (least
delay) to F (excessive delay with traffic demand exceeding capacity). In the metro area LOS D,
(when volume demand equals capacity), is the typical acceptable standard used by agencies to
measure operations and as a design standard for major collector and arterial roads like NW 86th
Street or NW 54th Avenue.
Analysis: The Foth Study followed recommended traffic engineering practice to model and
evaluate the traffic impacts associated with new land use, traffic, and potential roadway network.
The study concluded that if the business park was expanded and no connection to NW 54th Avenue
was built, the intersection of NW 86th Street/Birchwood Court would decline from LOS “B” in
the AM and “C” in the PM to “D” in the AM and “E” in the PM. Similarly, the NW 86th Street/NW
54th Avenue intersection would decline from LOS “B” in the AM/PM to LOS “C” for both
periods. The amount of additional delay estimated for the proposed expansion of the business park
without any modifications to the existing road network produces a delay and LOS during peak
periods at the NW 86th Street/Birchwood Court intersection that falls below the minimum
acceptable standard of “D” for the Des Moines Metropolitan area. Conversely, the level of delay
estimated for the NW 86th Street/Birchwood Court intersection should a connection to NW 54th
Avenue be developed, maintains the LOS at the intersection at the minimum acceptable standard
of “D” and above for the peak periods.
For the intersection of NW 54th Avenue/Foxboro Road, the existing LOS is “A” for eastbound
and westbound movements and “B” for southbound movements. If the connection to NW 54th
Avenue is developed, the LOS would largely remain the same for most movements. The one
exception being that the LOS would decline to “C” for southbound and northbound movements
during the PM peak. The LOS at the intersection of NW 54th Avenue/Foxboro remains at a
reasonable level of “C” for all alternatives. Additionally, if the connection to NW 54th Avenue is
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developed, traffic during the peak hours will increase, however not to standards that would render
the lane capacities to fall below a LOS “C.”
Conclusions:
1. The prior study’s methods are consistent with traffic engineering recommended practice,
conform to typical planning practice and standards, and consider proper assumptions for
traffic operations on existing or proposed roadway network.
2. NW 54th Avenue would experience some nominal additional traffic, and the introduction
of a south approach to the Foxboro Road intersection with NW 54th Avenue provides some
additional conflict and nominal delay, however this amount still yields acceptable
operations per metro area standards.
3. With respect to additional traffic at the NW 86th Street interchange ramps, these
intersections tend not to control corridor flow as the traffic signals are a much simpler
operation with only two basic conflicting movements, versus an intersection such as NW
86th Street and Birchwood Court/Northpark Dr as it must serve four different approaches
and left turn arrow phases as well.
4. The best alternative to accommodate continued traffic growth in the area, and specific new
traffic demand from commercial and residential development, considering LOS at all
intersections is extending Birchwood Court to NW 54th Avenue based on review of the
most recent study, as well as prior studies for development of the area.
FOXBORO ROAD
Question: How is Foxboro Road Currently being used? Neighborhood Traffic or ThroughTraffic?
Data Collection:
Origin-Destination study was completed on 11/15/2016 from 7:15-8:15AM, 2:45-3:45PM, and
4:30-5:30PM. The AM and PM Periods were intended to observe traffic during the peak period
for those traveling to work/school in the mornings and evenings. The School Period was intended
to observe mid-afternoon traffic for those let out of school (High-School/Middle-School). The goal
was to establish traffic that uses Foxboro Road as a through route between NW 54th Avenue &
NW 62nd Avenue without any destination within the neighborhood.
Employee Travel Pattern and Route Surveys were conducted for the Birchwood Crossing Area
and for Pioneer. John Deere Financial was also requested but did not participate. This was an
online survey distributed through the employers. The Birchwood Crossing Area Employee Survey
had 369 respondents, which is a significant response rate for that area. The Pioneer Survey had
190 respondents.
Results:
1. The through volume, road volume, and percentage of through volume are displayed in
Table 1. The through volume, and specifically, the percentage of through volume, varied
significantly depending on several factors. This included the location where license plates
were observed (north vs. south end of the road), directionality, and time period. Therefore,
to summarize the data the volume for each direction was combined and taken as a
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percentage of the combined road volume collected through counters at two locations for
Foxboro Road. This was done to determine an overall percentage of through-traffic for the
corridor as well as directional volumes. To see the sample volumes and totals, please refer
to the technical memo and map exhibits in the Appendix.
Table 1: Foxboro Road Origin-Destination Analysis Results

Time Period

Road Volume
(VPH)

Through
Volume (VPH)

NB / SB
Through
Volume

Overall
Percentage

NB/SB Through
Percentage

7:15AM-8:15AM

189

63

53 / 10

33%

47% / 13%

2:45PM-3:45PM

174

54

16 / 38

31%

26% / 34%

4:30PM-5:30PM

208

73

13 / 60

35%

16% / 48%

2. Results for the Birchwood Crossing Area survey reveal that few are using Foxboro Road
as a through-route. When asked if a respondent’s travel route included Foxboro Road
between NW 54th Avenue and NW 62nd Avenue, less than 2% (seven total) indicated that
it did. One respondent uses it because they live in Green Meadows West and six use it as
a through-street.
3. Results for the Pioneer Survey indicate that 6% (11 respondents) use Foxboro Road
between NW 54th Avenue and NW 62nd Avenue as a part of their travel route. Of those,
three lived in Green Meadows West and eight use it as a through street.
Conclusions:
1. In terms of overall traffic along Foxboro Road during peak periods (AM & PM),
approximately a third of the traffic in the neighborhood is through-traffic. Additionally,
that traffic ranges between 53-60 vehicles per hour or 1 vehicle per minute.
2. The through volume and percentage of traffic is directional in nature, constituting a larger
percentage of northbound traffic in the mornings and a larger percentage of southbound
traffic in the afternoon/evenings.
3. Although Johnston High School students were not directly tallied during the OD Analysis,
it was anecdotally observed that there were a number of cars likely representing high school
students. These students were observed driving through the neighborhood during all peak
periods, but especially in the morning and afternoon.
4. Based on survey results, the current through traffic represented along the corridor during
peak periods is more likely to be representative of Pioneer employees and trips to/from the
middle school and high school than Birchwood Crossing employees.
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5. Per the Foth TIS Study (2015) approximately 260 AM peak trips and 230 PM peak trips to
the Birchwood Crossing Area would be generated by the new land use. For the proposed
dwelling units, 20 AM/PM peak trips would be generated. Based on the survey results, if
travel patterns were to remain the same and no connection to NW 54th is made from
Birchwood Crossing, one can estimate that less than 10 trips would be added during peak
periods.
Question: What are the number of cars (volume) currently using Foxboro Road? What are the
speeds? Based on the “curved design” of the street, what is the capacity vs. actual of current road?
Data Collection: Road Tubes were placed at Foxboro Road north of Barnsley Drive and
Huntingwood Court for approximately three days, two full days of data were captured (11/15/1611/16/16)
Results:
1. The average weekday volume along Foxboro Road is slightly over 1,400 vehicles a day.
Directional peak hour volumes (7:00AM-8:00AM, 5:00PM-6:00PM) ranged from 80-100
vehicles/hour for the Barnsley Drive location.
2. For the location just north of Huntingwood Court, peak hour volumes varied depending on
the direction of travel and the peak hour. Table 2 displays directional and peak hour
volumes for that particular location. Table 3 displays average and 85th percentile speeds
for Foxboro Road.
Table 2: Peak Hour/Directional Volumes for Foxboro Road North of Huntingwood Court

Foxboro Road just north of
Huntingwood Court

NB

SB

Peak Hour 7:00 AM

134

29

Peak Hour 5:00 PM

35

89

Table 3: Foxboro Road Speed Study Results

Location

Average Speed
(mph)

85th%tile
Speed (mph)

north of Huntingwood Court

27

32

Barnsley Drive

28

32
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Conclusions:
1. The peak hour volumes collected for Foxboro Road are well under those defined as
constituting a “LOS C” volume for a Local Suburban Road per the Des Moines Area
Hourly Directional Lane Capacity Guidelines (approximately 6,600 vehicles per day, or
800 vehicles per hour). To meet this definition, vehicles/hour in the peak hours would need
to quadruple. However, given the nature of Foxboro Road land use and intended roadway
character, the local/neighborhood desirability of traffic volume would be much lower.
2. Typically local neighborhood streets volumes do not approach theoretical capacity, nor is
that the goal of the street. Neighborhood streets typically serve access to/from homes;
neighborhood circulation for residents; provide access for basic police/fire and other
service vehicles and depending on overall neighborhood connectivity they also provide
some degree of collector function allowing traffic to travel to/from higher classification
streets like “collectors” or “arterials”.
3. The average speeds along Foxboro Road are 2-3 MPH faster than the speed limit, and 85%
of speeds collected are at or below 32 MPH. After reviewing previous speed studies
conducted in May of 2016 and October-November of 2004, it has been determined that
average speeds are 1-2 MPH less over time.
Question: What is the crash history along Foxboro Road and at the intersection of Crescent
Chase/NW 62nd Avenue?
Data Collection: Review of Crash Data (2012-2016) on the Iowa DOT Saver Database as reported
by the Johnston Police Department.
Results:
1. There were 5 crashes along Foxboro Road and 4 crashes for the intersection of NW 62nd
Avenue/Crescent Chase. None of these crashes resulted in injuries and all were classified
as causing property damage only. The map images below display the areas selected for
crash review.
2. A review of crash data for Foxboro Road indicates that the majority of crashes occur after
a bend in the road near Chatham Circle/Street. Four out of five of the crashes along the
road were in snowy/slushy conditions indicating loss of control. Three were drivers 18
years of age and younger.
3. For the NW 62nd Avenue/Crescent Chase intersection nearly 80% of drivers involved were
18 years and younger.
4. Additionally, bicycle-pedestrian crash history was reviewed for the entire study area for
the latest timeframes available (2004-2013) and the only crash found was in 2009 for the
intersection of NW 62nd Avenue/Crescent Chase. The crash was with a vehicle likely
heading northbound, with the major cause being failure to yield at a stop sign (vehicle).
The crash victim (bicyclist) had a possible injury and was a 71 year old male.
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Figure 2: Foxboro Road Crash History

Figure 3: NW 62nd & Crescent Chase Crash History

Question: What are the “tricks of the trade” to help control or deter traffic?
Answer:
Many features of Foxboro Road already contribute to desired neighborhood street operations such
as curvature in the design, and lack of definite continuity with the offset pattern at the north end in
connecting to Crescent Chase/NW 62nd Avenue. There are additional engineering and street
design options that can be implemented as traffic calming tools on neighborhood streets if
additional speed control is desired.
1. Speed humps and tables are typically midblock traffic calming devices that raise the
wheelbase of vehicles to reduce speed and encourage speed compliance.
2. Narrowing street lanes also have been shown to reduce speeds and also to lower vehicle
collisions. A common issue is a 31 feet wide neighborhood street that was designed for
on-street parking, but then due to garage and driveway sizes, residents don’t park in the
street, thus leaving more ample width for drivers.
3. Chicanes are offset curb extensions that have a similar effect of narrowing lane width,
however they are installed to create certain “choke points” along the street corridor.
Conclusions:
1. Given the observed traffic speeds (Average, 85%), traffic behavior is consistent with
similar neighborhood streets in the community. Posted speed limits are reasonable and
crash history does not indicate a definitive safety need.
2. Although additional enforcement and traffic calming measures could be deployed, these
might still have negligible impact on any through traffic. The realities of the area
geography and north / south through streets beyond Merle Hay Rd or NW 86th Street would
not change. The only definite way to change through traffic behavior would be through
physical disconnection, which can be as detrimental for those living in the neighborhood
for their own access as well as police and fire emergency services.
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For more details on traffic calming measures, please refer to:
https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
BIRCHWOOD CROSSING
Question: What routes are being used out of Birchwood Court?
Data Collected: An Employee Travel Pattern and Route Survey was conducted for the Birchwood
Crossing Area office buildings at the east end of Birchwood Court. Potential new office
development is assumed to be consistent with the current building tenants. This was an online
survey distributed through the employers. The Birchwood Crossing Area Employee Survey had
369 respondents, which is a significant response rate for that area.
Figure 4: Birchwood Crossing Area Employee Directions of Travel Survey Results

Results:
1. Most employees (56%) use I-80 east (1) and west (2) followed by NW 86th Street north of
NW 62nd Ave (Route 4 above) and south of I-80 (Route 3 above).
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2. Those employees that would be most attracted to use Foxboro Road as a through-street if
the Birchwood Court/Foxboro Road extension was constructed would be those using NW
62nd Avenue east of NW 86th Street (Route 6). It is possible that those heading north on
NW 86th Street (Route 4) may be attracted to the route, but it is much less likely, due to
the need to turn left onto NW 62nd Avenue heading southbound (AM) and left out of
Crescent Chase heading northbound (PM). Pioneer is a large cross-traffic generator near to
the Crescent Chase/NW 62nd Avenue intersection during AM/PM peak periods. Turning
left onto NW 54th Avenue and then right onto NW 86th Street would be a more attractive
option due to the lower amount of cross traffic.
3. Per the employee survey, less than 12% (Routes 4, 5, & 6) of employees traveling to/from
the Birchwood Crossing Area might be attracted to Foxboro Road as a through-route if the
Birchwood Court extension was developed. However, that percentage is likely lower due
to the factors cited above.
Conclusions:
1. If the Birchwood Court Extension were developed, it is possible that Foxboro Road may
be a more attractive route to those traveling from the Birchwood Crossing Area north and
east (Routes 4, 5 & 6). However, given the added difficulty of turning left out of Crescent
Chase onto NW 62nd Avenue in comparison to turning left onto NW 54th Avenue and then
heading north on NW 86th Street, Foxboro Road is less attractive to those using Route 4
as it is for those using Route 5 & 6.
2. The current routes for which the extension could make Foxboro Road a more attractive
through-route amount to approximately 12% (46) of respondents to the survey. This
percentage represents the high end of employees that could use Foxboro Road as a throughroute should the Birchwood Court Extension be developed. For the reasons cited above as
well as other factors that influence travel decisions, the percentage/volume would likely be
much less. If the makeup of the employees added to the new office park and residential
housing is similar to those that currently work there, one could estimate that Foxboro Road
could be an attractive route to approximately 12% (30-34) of those peak trips at the high
end. However given the low demand on NW 62nd Avenue to/from east, approximately
10-15 or less peak trips may be attracted to the route.
3. Through field observation during peak hours comparative travel times were also made to
test if a driver used Foxboro Road between NW 54th and NW 62nd, versus use of NW
86th Street. It was determined that travel time for northbound is approximately the same
on either route. Traveling southbound the route can take approximately 30-45 secs longer
via NW 86th Street based on left turn movements at signals. Thus Foxboro Road only
provides a slightly more advantageous travel time route of 30 secs or less differential.
4. Given the anecdotal observations of high school students traveling on Foxboro Road during
peak periods, it is reasonable to assume that a portion of the existing through traffic on
Foxboro Road will be reduced as a result of the high school moving in August of 2017.
Student and parent traffic from areas east of 72nd Street and south of I-80 may find Foxboro
Road less desirable when the High School is relocated to 100th Street north of NW 62nnd
Avenue. It is also reasonable to assume that any of the additional traffic that could be
generated by the extension of Birchwood Court would be offset by this shift in current
traffic.
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Questions: Are there major back-ups at the intersection of NW 86th Street/Birchwood Court?
Does it warrant a dedicated right turn lane?
Data Collection: Field Observation at the intersection on 1/18/2017 from 4:30-5:15PM
Results:
1. There is limited delay(less than one traffic signal cycle or approximately 90 secs) for
vehicles turning right (westbound to northbound) out of the intersection and most vehicles
do not have to wait through a full signal cycle.
2. For vehicles turning left (westbound to southbound), queues currently extend from NW
86th Street to a point just east of the first full driveway opening to restaurants and Kum &
Go. Vehicle delay usually caused a wait through approximately 1.5 signal cycles before
turning. Typically those that arrived at the end of the queue (and end of the signal cycle)
would wait through another cycle. In the 2015 traffic impact study, existing LOS for
westbound turning movements at the intersection are currently “C” in the AM and “D” in
the PM. Future LOS for the westbound movements moves to “D” in the AM and “F” in the
PM if the proposed additional business park is developed.
3. During the busiest left turn signal cycles, one or two cars were observed waiting through
two full signal cycles before completing their turn.
Conclusions:
1. The turning movements with greatest amount of delay are for vehicles turning left onto
NW 86th Street heading southbound for which there are already two dedicated left turn
lanes and protected left turn signals. The vehicles turning right to head northbound
experience limited delay, and a dedicated right turn lane is not justified given existing
conditions or anticipated future demand.
2. By end of 2018 an interchange at NW 110th will provide an additional I-80 access point for
traffic leaving Birchwood Crossing. This will provide an alternative to left turn delay.
Question: What is the number of cars/counts at NW 54th Avenue and Stoney Creek Court?
Data Collection: Placed turning movement counters at the intersection of Stoney Creek Court and
NW 54th Avenue and prior study review.
Results:
1. The majority of traffic travels eastbound and westbound along NW 54th and travels straight
through the intersection.
2. Peak hours were from 7:15AM-8:15AM, 11:30AM-12:30PM, 3:00-4:00PM and 4:30-5:
30PM. More detailed information is included in the technical memorandum in the
Appendix for each specific peak hour.
3. Pedestrians were present at the intersection in the early morning, around noon and in the
late afternoon. Most pedestrians were observed crossing the south approach.
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Figure 5: NW 54th Ave/Stoney Creek Court Intersection Turning Movements

Totals represent 13 hours of
data collection 5A-6PM

Conclusions:
1. Peak hour intersection volumes have doubled since they were last collected in 2000 (Prior
Study #1). This has primarily occurred for NW 54th Avenue through-traffic but also for
those turning left and right out of Stoney Creek Court. The increase in traffic turning left
and right out of Stoney Creek Court is most likely due to the addition of the Stoney Creek
Hotel & Conference Center, and other development within Birchwood Crossing. More
information on traffic along the NW 54th Avenue corridor is in the next section.
NW 54TH AVENUE
Questions: What are the number of cars (volume) currently using 54th Avenue? What are the
speeds?
Data Collection: Road tubes were placed at NW 54th Avenue just west of Foxboro Road for
approximately three weekdays, two full days of data were captured (11/15/16-11/16/16)
Results:
The average daily volume for NW 54th Avenue was 5,150 vehicles per day. Directional peak hour
volumes (7:00AM-8:00AM, 5:00PM-6:00PM) ranged from 200-270 vehicles/hour per direction.
The exception was the eastbound direction during the 5:00-6:00PM peak hour which had
approximately 340 vehicles during the hour.
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Table 4: Foxboro Road Speed Study Results (posted 35 mph)

NW 54th Direction of
Travel

Average Speed
(mph)

85th%tile
Speed (mph)

EB

37

41

WB

36

41

Conclusions:
1. The peak hour volumes collected for NW 54th Avenue are under those defined as
constituting a “Level of Service C” volume for a Minor Suburban Collector. To meet this
definition, vehicles/hour would need to more than double in the peak hour to approximately
1,200 total vehicles in the hour.
2. The average speeds along NW 54th Avenue are 1-2 MPH faster than the speed limit with
85th percentile speeds approaching 6 mph over posted, yet typical of a minor collector type
roadway with limited side friction from streets and intersections. Of greater importance
would be an emphasis of enforcement and speed limit compliance during the school hours
of the day, and when the reduced speed zones to 25 mph are active.
Question: What is the crash history along NW 54th Avenue and at the intersection of Foxboro
Road and NW 54th Avenue?
Data Collection: Review of Crash Data (2012-2016) on the Iowa DOT Saver Database as reported
by the Johnston Police Department and Polk County Sheriff.
Results:
There were a total of 12 crashes along NW 54th Avenue that resulted in two minor injuries and 10
possible injuries. Four of the crashes resulted in property damage only. For the intersection of NW
54th Avenue and Foxboro Road, there was only one crash for which there were no injuries. Major
contributing factors included failure to yield at an intersection, driving too fast, and following too
close (rear end).
Figure 6: NW 65th Avenue Crash Analysis
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Questions: What is the number of cars/counts at key intersections for Timber Ridge Elementary?
What are the traffic patterns of the students walking to/from Timber Ridge?
Data Collected: Placed turning movement counters at the two school entrances (NW 54th and
NW 72nd). Additionally, staff went to the school to observe traffic (pedestrian and auto) during
school drop-off (AM) and pick-up (PM) peak periods.
Results:
NW 54th and Timber Ridge Elementary Entrance:
1. The majority of traffic travels eastbound and westbound along NW 54th Avenue and
travels straight through the intersection.
2. Peak hours were from 7:45AM-8:45AM, 11:45AM-12:45PM, 3:00-4:00PM and 4:455:45M.
3. Pedestrians were primarily present at the intersection from 8:00-8:30AM and at 3:30PM,
and the majority came from the west and the Lew Clarkson Park entrance. This is
corroborated through field observations where children were observed walking from the
northwest (Green Meadows West).
4. A crossing guard was present at the crosswalk during school AM/PM peak periods.
NW 72nd and the Timber Ridge Elementary Entrance:
1. Traffic is primarily straight through the intersection on NW 72nd Avenue and consists of
northbound and southbound traffic.
2. Peak hours were from 7:00AM-8:00AM, 11:30AM-12:30PM, 3:00PM-4:00PM, 4:30PM5:30PM.
3. Pedestrians were present primarily during the time periods mentioned above with jumps at
8:15AM and 3:30PM.
4. A crossing guard was present at the crosswalk during school AM/PM peak periods.
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Figure 7: NW 54th Avenue & North/East Timber Ridge Entrance Turning Movements

2.

Totals represent 13
hours of data
collection 5A – 6P

3.

Field Observations:
1. Traffic queues on NW 54th extended to the end of the eastbound right turn lane on NW
54th for the school entrance and the end of the westbound left turn lane on NW 54th for
parent drop offs.
2. Queuing was primarily from 8:25-8:35AM and 3:30-3:40PM.
3. At the NW 72nd school entrance queuing was primarily in the southbound direction
approximately 350 feet south of the crosswalk for both AM and PM periods. Most of the
pedestrians were coming from the neighborhood east of the school, with some walking up
from a neighborhood south of the interstate.
4. Queuing was largely a result of the crossing guard and pedestrians walking across the
street, with traffic moving through the intersection steadily at other times.
Conclusions:
1. For most of the day, traffic along NW 54th Avenue and at the school intersections is free
flowing with limited congestion. However, during school drop-off and pick-up periods
there is increased congestion for a period of 10 minutes in the morning and afternoon.
2. Queuing from the North Entrance does extend onto NW 54th Avenue and takes up the full
right turn lane during peak pick-up/drop-off periods for the school. However, these queues
will not significantly interfere with the Foxboro Road Extension should it be extended to
create a full intersection with Foxboro Road.
3. Regarding changes in traffic patterns around the school due to the bussing policy, prior
observations at the school entrances were reviewed. Traffic patterns have not changed
significantly since Snyder & Associates reviewed traffic circulation at the school in
December of 2015. One exception is that the “busy” period for traffic queuing during
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parent pick up extended from 3:15PM-3:45PM. Additionally the queues for the north
entrance extend slightly farther onto NW 54th Avenue during the 2016 observations
(current study) than they did during 2015 observations.
JOHNSTON HIGH SCHOOL
Question: How will the relocation of the high school impact traffic patterns in the future?
Data Collected: Review of the Johnston New High School Traffic Impact Study (2012).
Anecdotal observations of the traffic along Foxboro during the Origin-Destination Analysis.
Results:
1. The study identified NW 100th Street and NW 62nd Avenue as the primary indirect access
routes for students attending the high school.
2. The trips that will be generated by the school will add traffic to the road network
surrounding the school site, which will be located in the northwest quadrant of the
intersection of NW 62nd Avenue and NW 100th Street.
Conclusions:
1. Since the location of the current high school is less than 2 miles east of the NW 62nd
Avenue/Crescent Chase intersection, it is reasonable to assume that Foxboro Road
currently makes an attractive through-route to students living in neighborhoods on or south
of NW 54th Avenue.
2. The relocation of the school to the intersection of NW 100th Street/NW 62nd Avenue will
likely make NW 54th Avenue, NW 86th Street, and NW 100th Street more attractive route
to those students due to the directness of the routes and higher speeds on those roads.
Additionally, for the reasons cited earlier, turning left onto NW 62nd Avenue from
Crescent Chase causes more delay and difficulty than turning right, making Foxboro a less
attractive option. It is assumed Foxboro Road should see a decline in high school student
drivers over the next few years with relocation of the high school.
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6. Conclusions
Based on the analysis described in the prior studies for the area, additional data collected for this
study, and the preceding answers to specific questions, the following overall conclusions are made
about key issues raised by the working group in the two prior worksessions.
1. Foxboro Road through traffic: As an “in-direct” continuous connection between NW 54th
Avenue and NW 62nd Avenue the road does carry through traffic throughout the day, or
approximately 33% of the peak hour traffic of 175-200 vehicles per hour (vph), or 60-70
vph in the peak hours. The AM and PM peak hours have a directional balance toward
northbound trips in the AM and southbound trips in the PM.
2. Foxboro Road speed and safety: Average speed in the corridor has remained the same or
had a small decline per prior studies, however 85th percentile speeds still approach 6 mph
above the post speed limit of 25 mph. In the past 5 years there have only been five reported
crashes, property damage only, most related to snow type conditions on the curved area
near Chatham and a majority younger drivers.
3. Birchwood Crossing Travel Patterns: Based on the survey results from businesses in the
area, as well as review of expected trip generation and travel times for potential routes, it
does not appear a significant number of through trips would be added to the Foxboro Road
corridor following the proposed Birchwood Crossing development and proposed
connection of Foxboro Road to NW 54th Avenue. Approximately 12% (30 peak hour trips)
of the anticipated traffic generated by the new development may have a reason to select a
route through the Foxboro Road/Green Meadows West area. However, it likely will be
even less given the efficiency of the other street network, and the low origin/destination
demand to NW 62nd Avenue east of Beaver Creek. Thus new traffic demand to Foxboro
Road as a through route potential could be as low as 10-15 vehicles per hour.
4. High School Traffic: Based on the location of the new High School location on NW 100th
Street, a reduction in school through trips on Foxboro Road is expected following the
opening of the new school in August of 2017, and subsequent reductions per year based on
new high school drivers. The majority of current school trips that travel through Foxboro
Road to/from the southeast would now have a more efficient route via NW 54th Avenue
and NW 100th Street. This reduction in school through trips on Foxboro Drive will likely
be greater than the potential increase in trips induced by the proposed connection to NW
54th Avenue.
5. Information gathered in this traffic review and conclusions presented on issues will be used
to evaluate potential alternatives for road/traffic access to/from the proposed development
areas east and northeast of the current Birchwood Crossing.
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